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Chock full of tutorial tutorials, games and tips, this PowerPoint add-in helps professionals present
their messages in an interactive, engaging and professional manner. ✓Insert slides and quizzes from
PowerPoint, MS Word and more into training or sales presentations ✓Game slides that create hands-
on training and quizzes ✓Create slides and games for conducting training, quizzes, customer training

and more ✓Windows or Mac compatible ✓Unlimited downloads ✓No watermarks ✓Easy add-in
installation ✓Professional Slide Flow user interface ✓Help files and sample files included ✓24/7
support ✓Unlimited question & answer PowerPoint: Use PowerPoint to quickly edit presentation

slides If you need to quickly edit your presentation slides, there are a few PowerPoint add-ins you
may want to check out. Your presentation cannot fully reach its potential if you find yourself using a
ton of time to edit slides. A PowerPoint add-in can streamline the whole process by making it easy to
insert text, images and even video clips. Create or edit text slides PowerPoint add-in’s set of tools
may be used to organize data and create different types of slides. If you wish to create a text slide,
you may use the Insert Text button, which allows you to insert text in a PowerPoint slide. You may
also easily insert the text you wish to type in a PowerPoint text box, when you click the button that
says Insert at the top. Insert images Pictures and images can be used to introduce a PowerPoint
slide. You may easily insert pictures into your PowerPoint project by dragging and dropping the

image file onto the slide. If you wish, you may create a slide where the picture will appear in a button
or a slide. You may, for example, add a button, which allows users to click to play a game. Create

presentation templates PowerPoint add-in’s templates make it possible to create different slide
designs. PowerPoint templates typically have all the necessary graphics, backgrounds, frames and
text, which may be used for any slide. When you insert a template, PowerPoint will automatically
adjust the formatting of the slide you wish to create. You may as well insert the template, change
the text, graphics and background, and then export the slide as a PowerPoint file. PowerPoint add-

in’s tools are available in many PowerPoint programs. Only one can be installed
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Visible Ray shows all hidden layers of your smart phones. It can also scan and restore your important
files and data such as photos, videos, contacts, apps, WhatsApp SMS messages, call logs, address

book, calendar, and much more. While it detects the main files of your device, it can scan other files
as well such as: flash cards, MP3 files, PDF files, photos, movies, and PDF files and much more. The

software has the capability to remove all the junk files, and rebuild the memory for the better
performance of your device. Visible Ray turns the phone screen into a scanner so you can see

everything on your screen. The software allows you to quickly scan and clear everything on your
phone screen including the unwanted junk files. After scanning, the scanner leaves everything there
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like it’s before. How to useVisible Ray: Open software and accept the Terms and Conditions,
otherwise you will not be able to use the scanner app. Turn on phone’s battery and wait for the
phone to turn off. Hold your phone like a camera and place it firmly on the scanner. Wait for the

scanner to work for a few seconds to scan phone’s screen and take photographs at the same time.
Invisible Ray is the best software to make sure none of your activities are leaked from your mobile
device. The software can remove and hide all your most important apps and data like: WhatsApp,

address book, phone call records, SMS messages, phone number, calendar, photos and much more.
The software is compatible with your iPhone, iPad, Samsung, and Android devices. It supports all

existing models of devices. You can use the scanner on the desktop and laptop computers as well.
Invisible Ray Features: – The software allows you to make sure no one else is able to see your most
important work, files and data. – The software scans the privacy information on your device. – You
can create multiple hidden layers with the software. – In the hidden layers, you can customize the

name of the files, types, contacts and apps. – Select an image to hide a file or data. – You can create
a password to make the file or data hidden and unaccessible. – The software allows you to hide the
files and data from the Internet search engines, the browser and all the web sites. – The software

allows you to hide the files and data from the address bar. aa67ecbc25
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You always wanted a simple way to review your presentation, but the only way to show your slides is
to open a file in a browser or use the sharing feature. This isn’t always practical. The Best Slide
Reviewer Software for You is a highly rated slide review software specifically designed to let you
preview all your slides in a PowerPoint viewer or directly from a file. Introduction to Best Slide
Reviewer Software Best Slide Reviewer Software will let you review your PowerPoint presentations
Best Slide Reviewer Software is a modern solution designed for anyone who needs to preview a
presentation within a PowerPoint viewer or directly from a file. It integrates with PowerPoint Viewer
2003, PowerPoint 2007, PowerPoint 2010 and PowerPoint 2013. You can preview any slide or even
the entire presentation. The software is able to preview most popular versions of PowerPoint
including PowerPoint 2000, PowerPoint 2002, PowerPoint 2003, PowerPoint 2004, PowerPoint 2007,
PowerPoint 2010, PowerPoint 2013, PowerPoint 2016, PowerPoint 2016 Advanced, PowerPoint 2017,
PowerPoint 2003 as well as PowerPoint 2007 SP2, PowerPoint 2007 SP2, and PowerPoint 2010 SP2.
Best Slide Reviewer Software has an intuitive design with a clear presentation of each of the
available options and features. Best Slide Reviewer Software is perfect for those who create
PowerPoint presentations and need to maintain a high level of presentation quality. You can preview
any slide or even the entire presentation. Once you create a set of slides, Best Slide Reviewer
Software allows you to review them easily and immediately. Best Slide Reviewer Software also has a
sharing feature so you can email your slides. Best Slide Reviewer Software is perfect for anyone who
needs to preview a presentation within PowerPoint Viewer or directly from a file. Best Slide Reviewer
Software Review Best Slide Reviewer Software Review will show you how to use the Best Slide
Reviewer Software. To go into more details, check out the following review of Best Slide Reviewer
Software. Best Slide Reviewer Software Overview Best Slide Reviewer Software Overview Best Slide
Reviewer Software is a modern solution designed for anyone who needs to preview a presentation
within PowerPoint Viewer or directly from a file. It integrates with PowerPoint Viewer 2003,
PowerPoint 2007, PowerPoint 2010 and PowerPoint 2013. You can preview any slide or even the
entire presentation. The software is able to preview most popular versions of PowerPoint including
PowerPoint 2000, PowerPoint 2002, PowerPoint 2003, PowerPoint 2004, PowerPoint 2007, PowerPoint
2010, PowerPoint 2013, PowerPoint 2016, PowerPoint 2016 Advanced, PowerPoint 2017, PowerPoint
2003

What's New in the?

Training Games Presentation Companion is a simple to use Microsoft PowerPoint add-in that enables
you to insert already configured slides into your presentation. The add-in is capable of reading other
presentations, extract the slides you wish, then insert them into the currently opened project.
Presentations made interactive The purpose of Training Games Presentation Companion is to help
you create an interesting, interactive presentation, which can keep the audience active. The
software allows you to insert a series of pre-made slides into the currently opened project. All you
need to do is open a presentation in PowerPoint, access the Training Games Presentation Companion
menu, from the command ribbon, then select the slides you wish to add. You may easily pick slides
from other presentations or even choose from amongst the slides offered by the PowerPoint add-in.
You may thus insert already configured slides that feature quizzes, games or puzzles. This way, you
can enliven your presentation and keep the audience’s interest alive. Maintain formatting and layout
The main benefit that Training Games Presentation Companion brings is the fact that it can
incorporate the new slide into the current presentation without altering its layout. Slides that contain
games, quizzes, multiple choice questions, can be formatted in a certain manner and may contain
macros, as well. The add-in makes sure all the attributes of the imported slides are maintained. The
Training Games Presentation Companion window allows you to easily select the source presentation,
from the work directory. The presentation is displayed as a list of slides, which may easily be opened
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in the preview area. You may take a peek at the contents of the slide, slide notes, if available and
the help tab. You may choose to keep the source formatting, as well as to import it as a standard
image (4:3 ratio) or widescreen (16:9) picture. Reliable PowerPoint add-in Training Games
Presentation Companion allows you to easily import batches of slides from other presentations into
the currently opened project. The main advantage of this process is that the aspect and all the slides
attributes are maintained, which is particularly helpful in the case of interactive slides. 3. Social
Games Social Games Presentation Companion Description: Social Games Presentation Companion
allows you to insert already configured slides into your presentation. The add-in is capable of reading
other presentations, extract the slides you wish, then insert them into the currently opened project.
Presentations made interactive The purpose of Social Games Presentation Companion
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System Requirements:

Storage: A minimum of 512 MB of available RAM is required. For users with only a 256 MB card, the
game will run very poorly. Processor: A minimum of 1.6 GHz is required for decent performance.
Graphics: An ATI Radeon 2600 pro or equivalent is recommended. Sound: Any sound card and sound
card driver will work. Hard Drive: 5MB of hard drive space is required for installation. A minimum of
10MB of free space is recommended for running the game with the beta option
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